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Equipment for batch tally¡ng of stacks of a pre-determined
size. Wheel and contactor unit are at the left-hand side,
Tally unit at the centre, and photo-electric cell at the right
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A vital factor in production control is the recording and tallying of
t¡mber both in progress through the works and when making-up
orders from stock. Hitherto this was carried out manually. Now,
however, a range of equipment has been developed for measuring
and tallying automatically and with great precision. The saving in
time and labour alone justifies the inclusion of such equipment in
practically every woodworking process, but in modern, mechanised
factories in particular, the benefits of mechanisation can seldom be
fully realised unless measuring and tallying devices are embodied as
original equipment. Several types are available. This leaflet describes
the instruments and some of their applications.

These compact instruments are avail-
able as self-contained units. or
mounted in a panel. They normally
have five digits and can be arranged
to count number of pieces, or lengths
in feet or metres (the final digit can
be arranged to indicate tenths of feet
or metres). The counters are made
either for direct mechanical drive or
for actuation by electrical impulses,
and are manufactured in two types.

Standard Counter, types SMT
mechanical and SET electrical.

For counting up from zero, and
instantly re-set to zero by lever or key.

Pre-set Counter, types PMT
mechanical and PET electrical.

This type has figure wheels which
can be pre-set to the total number
of pieces or total length required in a

batch. The instrument counts back
from this pre-set figure and, when
zero is reached, actuates a micro
switch to stop the feed motor of the
machine - alternatively to light an

indicator lamp or sound a buzzer.
etc., thus warning the operator. The
counter can be instantly re-set to the
original f igure, or can be quickly
altered to any other batch figure
required.
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Method of drive
Mechanical counters
When used for length measurement. the counter has an
accurate-size wheel mounted directly on its shaft to
ride on the surface of the timber being measured. To
prevent overrun, a brake comes on immediately the
timber has passed clear.

Counters for recording the number of pieces are fitted
with levers or buttons for hand operation.

D6285

Mechanìcal Counter. type SMT, with direct wheel drive for use as
a feed register on a moulder.

Electrical counters

These are triggered from a contactor or a switch.

A contactor is used when length measuring lt is
normally driven via a flexible cable by a wheel unit fitted
with a brake, and converts the rotary movement into a

series of electrical impulses.

Switches serve to count the number of pieces, register-
ing, for example, the break between boards coming
from a moulder. and are normally of the mechanically-
actuated or photo-electric type. Alternatively. where
dust and chippings preclude the use of photo-electric
devices. ultra-sonic devices may be used.

Dô9¡À

D6933

A wheel unit with a flexible drive fitted to the outfeed of a planer
and moulder. The drive connects with a contactor.

Hand-actuated counters
These are used when counting. for example. the
numbers of individual lengths cross-cut in a production
run. Several counters are mounted on the left-hand
side of the cross-cut saw. and the appropriate one is
pressed by the operator when a cut is made.

Close-up of a hand-actuated
counter for face- mounti n g.

Hand-actuated counters on a
Cross-cut Saw EA/H/E.

0 '0 '2:J¡

D69 52

Electrically-actuated counters
These can be wired. for example, to an Hydraulic
Cross-cut Saw EA/H/E and to the stop selector lever
of the mechanised tables supplied with it (when used
in a transfer line). The appropriate counter in the bank
adds one digit when a cut is made using the corres-
ponding length-gauging stop. No register is made
when end-trimming. Thus the exact numbers of pieces
cut to the various lengths for which the stops are set
is tallied automatically, and can be seen at a glance by
the operator.

ffi

D6929

A bank of SET Counters for automatic piece counting of timber
being cross-cut.
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Tally device for pre-determined
number or length of boards
This combined counter is for batch or continuous
production, and tallies stacks containing either a

pre-determined number of boards or a pre-determined
minimum total length of boards. The Tally Unit houses
a PET stack-length counter for pre-setting 1o the
minimum total length of boards required, a countdown
relay for pre-setting to the total number of boards
required (up to a maximum of twenty), an SET daily
total length counter and two SET stack-length counters.
The Unit can be set to operate in conjunction with
either the PET length counter or the countdown relay,
and the feed automatically stops. or the SET stack-
length counters change-over. when the pre-set figure is

reached. lf the number of boards required in a stack
exceeds twenty. the countdown relay ìs replaced by a

PET board counter.

Tally lJnit for tallying stacks containing either a pre-determined
number, or a pre-determined minimum total length, of boards.

The equipment consists of a wheel and contactor unit,
and a recording instrument. The wheel unit is fitted at
the rear of the machine being metered, a planer and
moulder or re-saw. etc. The recording instrument is

usually at some distance from the machine - for
example in the Manager's office. lt is totally enclosed
and dust protected and gives an accurate record both
of the length produced and the time in minutes that
the machine is actually cutting. Both counters can be
zeroed at the beginning of a day's run. and a built-in
switch makes the unit inoperative when required. A
supplementary SET length counter operated by the
contaclor unit can be provided for the operator's
convenience and can be mounted anywhere.
Unlike conventional recording meters. the instrument
is truly a productivity meter giving in very precise form
invaluable and factual data on the machine's perform-
ance, and making immediately apparent to the
management any stoppage of the machine. With
conventional recorders. management is often unaware
of machine stoppages. These are generally accepted as

D6931

"normal" by the shop floor, and, though overlooked at
the time. are later reflected in poor machine productivity
for which no obvious reason can be found. This
situation does not arise with a Productivity Meter as
management is constantly alive to any stoppages,
whatever the cause, and can take immediate action
to remedy these before there is any serious loss of
production. Attention is drawn to the stoppage of the
machine feed by the absence of the characteristic tick
of the instrument and by the absence of the indicator
light which glows only when the machine is feeding.
On one machine where careful productivity checks
were kept, it very quickly became apparent that the
production times were lower than had been assumed.
The Company took steps to eliminate or substantially
reduce machine stoppages (this could have been
carried out earlier but neither the shop floor nor the
management were appreciative of the extent of
production losses caused by "normal" stoppages prior
to the machine being metred) and the machine
utilisation rate then rose from 421% to 62to/o - a
production increase of almost 50%.
The meter also makes possible easy transfer of pro-
duction figures for stock control, etc., as the information
is given d¡rect to the office instead of having first to be
taken in the mill. This leaves the operator free to
concentrate on production whilst the office staff deal
with the clerical side. By accurately taking into account
lost time for machine setting. etc., the average feed
speeds can be accurately ascertained for stock runs. and
this is invaluable for costing or bonus sett¡ng. ln
addition, the length and time records are given direct.
The instrument can also be used to indicate the feed
speed of the machine simply by noting, for example.
the length run, over a given period of time.

D6928
Productìvity meter in a manager's office.

The electrical counters types SET and PET, and their
associated equipment, require a single phase AC sup-
ply of 50/60 cycles.

lllustrations are not binding as to detail but may be taken as conveying a generally correct representation of our machines. Weights
and measurements. etc. are stated as correctly as possible but are not guaranteed.
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These give a visual record of the length of timber

machined. They consist of a self-contained SMT or

PMT counter mechanically-driven by a direct-coupled
wheel. A variety of stands are available for mounting

the counter on most types of planers, moulders and

re-saws.

Remote read-out tYPe

This consists of a measuring wheel and contactor unit

electrically wired to two SET or PET counters, one at

the machine and the second at any required position -
for example in the Manager's Office. lf required. a unit

comprising of one SET and one PET counter can be

provided at one or both stations to give both pre-set

batch facility and daily totals.

This device is for accurately measuring the length of

mouldings when preparing orders from stocks of

random lengths. lt consists of an idle roller conveyor

mounted on wheels. a motor-driven feed unit, and a

PMT counter driven by a wheel unit. Lengths of

moulding are inserted. singly. between a top pressure

roller and a powered driving roller - thus they are fed

through and measured automatically.

The frame

is of fabricated constructìon and has four swivelling
wheels allowing the unit to be quickly and easily

moved to the appropriate moulding storage rack. where

it merely requires plugging-in to a 3-phase supply via

a trailing lead. The idle roller conveyor is mounted

directly on the frame, and has 6 in. (1 55mm) wide

ball-bearing rollers at 6 in. (155mm) centres' A fixed

wooden fence on the right aligns mouldings for the

feed unit. The outfeed table hìnges over for space

economy when in storage or being transported'

D6927

Moutder Feed Register with a PMT Counter.

The feed unit
consists of a fractional horse-power s.c.r. motor driving

a single roller through reduction gearing. The roller

closely abutts the fence, projects { in' (3mm) above

table-roller level, and is adjustable to compensate for
wear. Directly above the powered roller are two idle,

spring-loaded ball-bearing rollers with vertical adjust-

ment by screw.

Measuring instrument
lmmediately behind the driving roller is a spring-loaded

wheel unit connected by flexible drive to a PMT

counter clearly visible to the operator. After setting the

counter to the total length required. the feed is started

by push button. and the mouldings are fed through

singly. When zero is reached the feed stops auto-

matically. It may stop whilst a moulding has a proportion

of ìts length to be fed through. The overrun thus to
be added is readily ascertained by checking against

a built-in rule. The tìmber can then be quickly extracted

after releasing the toP Pressure.
Space occupied 9 ft.0 in. x 1 ft. 6+ ¡n. (274Omm x

460mm).
N/laximum size of timber handled. width 6 in. (155mm)

thickness 3 in. (75mm)

D6967

Portable Length Counter' tYPe DM.

D6968

Close-up of drive. measuring wheel and counter.
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These tally the total length of timber - and number of
boards, if required - in a stack containing either a
pre-determined number of boards or a pre-determined
minimum total length of boards. Both types are
available for either batch or continuous production, and
all give a daily total length read-out. The equipment
consists of a wheel and contactor unit for length
measurement, a photo-electric cell for counting the
number of boards. and a Tally Unit which varies in type
according the the facilities wanted.

and the second starts. and simultaneously the pET
board counter re-sets automatically to zero. Whilst
the feed continues to operate, and the now operative
SET stack-length counter tallies the boards passing
through, the exact stack-length contained in the
completed stack is read-off the non-operative SET
stack-length counter before zeroing manually. When
the following stack is complete. the SET stack_length
counters again change-over and the pET board counter
re-sets as before - thus continuous operation is
possible. Lights indicate the operative stack_length
cou nter.

Tally devices for pre-determined
number of boards
Batch production type
The Tally Unit houses. normally. a pET board counter
and two SET length counters. The pET counter is
pre-set for the number of boards required in the stack,
and when this is reached the machine feed motor stops.
The operator reads-off the total length of boards in the
stack on the appropriate SET stack-length counter,
then re-sets this and the pET counter for the next
batch. The second SET counter records the daily
total length.

Alternatively, three SET counters can be provided. one
recording the number of boards, the second the total
length in a stack and the third the daily total length.
This version is used when stacks are to be made_up to
a given size irrespective of the number of boards
contained - and in which short boards may be doubled_
up. When the stack is complete. the operator notes the
figures giving the number of boards and their total
length, then re-sets both counters for the following
batch.

Tally Unit for continuous operation with stacks containing apre-determìned number of boards.

Tally devices for pre-determined
length of boards
Batch product¡on type
The Tally Unit houses a pET stack-length counter. an
SET stack-length counter and an SET daily total length
counter. The PET counter is set to the minimum total
length of timber required in a stack. When this total is
reached a light comes on to warn the operator to feed
the board under the measuring wheel clear of the
machine. The actual stack total length is noted on the
SET stack-length counter before re-setting both this
and the PET counter for the following batch.

Continuous production type
The Tally Unit houses a .pET stack-length counter for
pre-setting to the minimum total length required in a
stack. an SET daily total length counter and two SET
stack-length counters which work alternately. Change_
over from one stack-length counter to the other, and
re-setting of the PET counter, takes place when the
end of the board on which the length count is com_
pleted passes the photo-electric cell. The actual total
length of the previous batch is read-off the non_
operative stack-length counter before zeroing manuallv.

D6930

D6934 ,@,
Equipment for batch tallyìng of stacks of a pre-determined size.
Wheel and contactor unit are at the teft-hand side. Taily unit at the
centre, and photo-electric cell at the right.

Conti nuous product¡on type
The Tally Unit houses a PET board counrer, an SÊT daily
total length counter and two SET stack-length counters
which work alternately. When a stack has been built_up
to contain a pre-determined number of boards. the
cperative SET stack-length counter immediately stops
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